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do we audit the quality of user-submitted answers? I'd like to see whether the advice given in this question is good: I'd like to do this by
going through all the answers in the question, making sure that the advice is followed, and also trying to estimate the "correctness" of
the answers. One way of doing this is to go through all the answers and give an answer myself, and then mark the answers that are
similar to mine as correct and those that are different as incorrect. My question is: is this how the quality of answers is currently
monitored? Or is there some other procedure? I'm especially interested in what happens when the same answer is upvoted multiple
times, as this seems to indicate that a lot of people found the answer useful. A: We have what we call a quality filter and it's quite good,
but there are two glaring problems with it: we don't have tools to check answers for quality except for the quality filter each post can't
be checked by multiple people, which makes it hard to discover whether an answer has good quality To address this, we have been
toying with the idea of allowing questioners to report which answers didn't meet their expectations; that way they can check the
answers themselves without needing to access the stack of multiple questions. I guess this is a bit of a hack, but I'm not opposed to it. In
case that ends up happening, we will also have our tools to check answers so that the people who care about such things can find them.
require "spec_helper" require "generator/top.rb" describe "Generator::Top" do subject { Generator::Top.new } context "without
arguments" do it "makes `top` a new gem" do expect(generator_top("top").gem_name).to eq("top") end end context "with argument
gem_name
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